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President’s Message

By Tim Lee, Maxon, A Honeywell Company
cellent reviews from the participants. We continue to be the “Authoritative Voice” and “Provide the Knowledge Base” for our industry.

Happy New Year IHEA Family! Yep,
hard to believe, but another year has
come and gone. 2013 was a great
year for IHEA. We started with
our annual meeting at the beautiful
Miramonte Resort in Indian Wells,
CA, where we had, top to bottom,
some of our best presentations ever.
We continued the great programming in the fall with the IHEA Fall Business Conference which was
held at the historic Conrad Hotel in downtown Indianapolis. We had
extensive discussion about our Government Relations Washington,
DC liaison program. During the year, we welcomed back Duke
Energy and Protection Controls as members. We also gained new
members, including: S-afe Inc., O’Brien and Gere, Heraeus Noblelight, Spinworks, EPRI and Warner Power. Welcome to IHEA! As
we have stated before, membership is the key to our organization. It
drives our strategies, finances, programming, and ability to give back
to the industry.

The 2014 Annual Meeting will be held at the Westin Verasa Napa
in Napa, CA. Once again, we have chosen a great location and will
gather for a week full of special events, dynamic speakers and business meetings. Please be on the watch for upcoming annual meeting
registration emails.
During the coming year, we will be rolling out new on-line educational courses, updating our strategic initiatives, further developing
our Government Relations Washington, DC liaison program and
continuing our numerous seminars and committee activities.
Finally, I would like to thank Goyer Management for their ongoing
commitment to the success of IHEA and to thank all of you for the
privilege to lead this wonderful organization.

We had another successful year with our educational programming.
Our Safety, Combustion and IR seminars are industry leading and
last year we added our first ever Electrotechnologies seminar to ex-
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IHEA’s 85th Annual Meeting
April 9-12

Westin Verasa, Napa California

Mark your calendar for the 2014 IHEA Annual Meeting

The Annual Meeting always offers great programming and opportunities for networking with others in the industrial heating industry.
In addition to the keynote presentations we will have our working committee meetings, golf, croquet and new this year, Bocce ball!
And, in order for everyone to experience the beautiful wine country setting, our 85th President’s Reception & Gala will be held at
the eloquent Markham vineyards.

Featured Speakers
Dr. Alec Levenson | Senior Research Scientist, Center for Effective Organizations at the University of Southern California

Managing Millennials

In this presentation, you will get answers to some common questions: How does the next generation think? How do they
operate? This session will take a look at the Millennial generation in the business world, including the truth behind the stereotypes, and the best strategies for engaging the newer members of the workforce. You will gain valuable insights into the
cultural differences in generations, and ways to apply these insights among your own staff and in serving your customers.

Marty Clarke | Consultant, Martin Productions

Customer Service: Creating the Standout Experience

In this session, Marty Clarke will deconstruct and reinforce the critical role customer experience plays in the revenue
chain through lecture and lively examples. Learn to develop sensitivity and increased identification with the customer
base as well as identify the specific behaviors that destroy customer loyalty. Marty will also discuss the reality of irate
customers and outline specific strategies to successfully handle them and bring them in for a smooth landing.
Be prepared to make a material improvement in your customer service skill-set as Marty discusses:
• Creating the standout experience
• With whom are you in competition?
• The three hidden expectations of every customer
• Marty’s battle-tested strategies for talking irate clients off
the ledge

Mike Roberts | LNS Research

Technology Trends Impacting Manufacturing

Which business technologies will lead the way in 2014 and have an impact on manufacturing? This session will take a
look at some of the leading trends, provide some background on how they will be impacting business, manufacturing
and customers; and get you steps ahead of the competition!
You’ll learn about trends in:
• Mobile technologies
• Big data and analytics
• Cyber security
• Cloud-based computing and SaaS

• Social business
• Connected devices
• Additive manufacturing

• Augmented reality
• Simulation/3D visualization
• Software platforms & modular apps

Chris Kuehl | Armada Corporate Intelligence

Economic Update

Author of IHEA’s monthly Executive Economic Summary Report, economist Chris Kuehl will join us to provide an
update on the outcomes of 2013 and a look ahead at what 2014 will hold.
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Schedule of Events

For the most current schedule and registration information, visit www.ihea.org and click on
the Events tab, then scroll to Annual Meeting.

Wednesday, April 9

The 2014 IHEA Annual Meeting will
be held at the beautiful Westin Verasa
in the heart of Napa, California!
The Westin Verasa is located along the
banks of the Napa River and only a
short stroll from downtown Napa.

8:00 AM – Noon
11:30 AM – 4:00 PM
1:00 PM – 5:00 PM
6:00 – 7:00 PM
9:00 PM

IHEA Board Meeting
Registration Open
IRED Meeting
Welcome Reception
Informal gathering for all guests

Thursday, April 10
7:00 AM – 5:00 PM
7:30 – 8:15 AM
8:30 – 10:30 AM
8:30 - 9:30 AM
9:30 - 10:30 AM
9:30 AM – 3:30 PM
10:30 - 11:00 AM
11:00 AM – 2:15 PM
12:15 – 1:00 PM
2:30 – 5:00 PM
6:30 – 9:00 PM
9:00 – 11:00 PM

Registration Open
Opening Breakfast for All Members and Guests
GENERAL SESSION
Marty Clarke: Customer Service: Creating the Standout Experience
Dr. Alec Levenson: Managing Millennials
Spouses/Guest Optional Tour:
Napa Valley Tour/Culinary Institute of America
Break
IHEA Committee Meetings
LUNCH
GENERAL SESSION
Committee Reports - JIFMA Report - CECOF Report
Dinner on Your Own
Quench Tank Open Golf Tournament Draw Party

Friday, April 11
Markham Winery
One of the oldest vineyards in the
Napa Valley, Markham has grown over
the years to one of the most advanced
winemaking facilities in the country.

7:00 AM – 10:00 AM
7:30 AM
8:00 – 10:30 AM
11:30 AM
1:30 – 3:30 PM
6:15 – 11:30 PM

Registration Open
Continental Breakfast
IHEA General Session
Chris Kuehl: 2014 Economic Update
Mike Roberts: Technology Trends Impacting Manufacturing
Golf Tournament at Chardonnay Country Club
Croquet and Bocce Ball Tournament on the Lawn
President’s 85th Reception & Gala Banquet at Markham Winery

Saturday, April 12
Be sure to plan to stay on Saturday
when we are planning an optional

Wine Country Tour

8:00 AM
8:30 – 9:45 AM
9:45 AM
10:15 AM - 4:30 PM

Continental Breakfast
IHEA General Session
Annual Meeting Concludes
Optional Wineries Tour

to visit a variety of area wineries.

REGISTER NOW! www.ihea.org
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IHEA Education - Spring 2014
Infrared Webinar - The Ins & Outs of IR
Efficient Curing with Infrared
Tuesday, March 25, 2014
Time: 2:00 EDT
IHEA’s Infrared Equipment Division (IRED) is partnering with
Products Finishing magazine to
present an educational webinar
focused on infrared curing for industrial finishing applications. The
webinar will provide an in-depth
look at infrared technologies including what it is, how it’s produced
and its characteristics. It will also
review all equipment sources of infrared followed by a discussion of a wide variety of IR applications for industrial finishing.
Register now for this FREE webinar! http://www.ihea.org/event/IRWebinar-March14.

PRESENTERS:
Tim O’Neal, Global Infrared Burner Product John Podach, Application Sales Manager at
Manager at Selas Heat Technology Co. LLC
Fostoria Process Equipment, a division of
TPI Corp.
Wayne Pettyjohn, Senior Engineer at
Georgia Power

Gary Jacobsen, Systems Sales Manager at BGK

Special THANK YOU to our webinar sponsors:

Become a Sponsor
of the IR Webinar!
Sponsors gain access to an active and
engaged audience, and will receive a
powerful integrated media program.

Sponsors Receive:

• Logo in promotional emails for the
webinar
• Logo on the events page of
pfonline.com
• Logo on the registration page
• Logo on the presentation
• Access to the registration list

A limited number of sponsorships are
available.
Go to...
www.ihea.org/event/IRWebinar-March14
for complete information and to become
a Sponsor of the IR Webinar today!

The 2nd Edition of the
Infrared Process Heating
for Industrial Applications
Handbook is available.
Visit www.ihea.org to order your copy. This
is a publication of the Infrared Equipment
Division of IHEA. It’s a great resource that
will benefit anyone in the industry.

Use your Smartphone app
to scan the QR Code for
instant access to IHEA’s
Educational Opportunities.
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IHEA Education - Spring 2014
Infrared Hands-On Seminar

Co-sponsored by the Atlantic Coast Chapter
of the Chemical Coaters Association Int’l

April 29, 2014

Georgia Power – Customer Resource Center
Atlanta, GA
The IRED Division of IHEA is continuing its popular Infrared Seminar in 2014, beginning with a one-day seminar at Georgia Power’s newly
renovated Customer Resource Center (CRC) in Atlanta, Georgia on April 29, 2014. The interactive format allows attendees to get hands-on
experience in a laboratory setting as well as classroom instruction. The seminar will highlight the benefits of using infrared technologies and
review all equipment sources of infrared followed by a discussion of a wide variety of IR applications for industrial finishing which showcase the
many ways in which IR can be utilized to provide efficient curing in today’s industrial environment.
$50 registration fee includes a full-day seminar, continental breakfast, lunch and a copy of the IR Process Heating Handbook.

REGISTER
NOW!

www.ihea.org
Wayne Pettyjohn, Georgia Power, explains the basics of infrared.

Attendees get to see lab demos of infrared technologies
as a part of the seminar.

2014 Safety Seminar
May 13 & 14, 2014

Hilton Garden Inn O’Hare
Des Plaines, IL
Explosions and fires in industrial heating systems
can result in injury, loss of life, loss of property
and loss of production. Understanding the required use of the American National Standards
governing the compliant design and operation of
ovens and furnaces is essential for everyone involved with this type of equipment.

The two day Safety Standards Seminar will provide a comprehensive review on the newly released 2011 edition of NFPA 86 including updated requirements for Class A, B, C Ovens &
Furnaces; PC Based Burner Management Systems; Pulse Fired Systems; Multiple Burner Systems; Safety Shutoff Valves; Purge and Re-start;
Calculation Methods for LFL; Loss Prevention;
Enforcement; Insurer’s Perspectives; Gas Line
Evacuation (Purging) and Charging and more.

Who Should Attend

Chairman, Dan Curry with Eclipse leads the session on
Furnace Heating Systems.

This seminar is designed for individuals involved
in the design, manufacture, service or operation
of ovens, furnaces, kilns, dryers, thermal oxidizers and a wide range of industrial applications.
It is primarily intended to help the attendee become better acquainted with NFPA 86 - Standard
for Ovens and Furnaces and the upcoming updates to the NFPA 86 standard.

Register now for the two day IHEA Safety Standards Seminar, www.ihea.org.

NFPA 70 (NEC)
Open for Proposals
Proposals are due by
November 17, 2014
If there is any IHEA member
who wishes to submit a proposal to NFPA 70 through
the Safety Standards & Codes
Committee, please do so by the
2014 Annual Meeting or the
Fall Business Conference.

Proposals can be sent to the
SS&C Chair,

Kevin Carlisle at

kcarlisle@karldungsusa.com

IHEA has arranged a special group rate at the Hilton Garden Inn. Hotel reservation information is
available on the Safety Seminar event page on IHEA’s website.
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IHEA 2013 Fall Events Recap
HEAT TREAT 2013

In September, IHEA exhibited at Heat Treat 2013 in Indianapolis, IN. The show was a great success as the association acquired two new members, sold resource manuals and promoted upcoming educational programs. The IHEA booth displayed member companies and resources
available through the association.
There were seventeen IHEA members that exhibited at Heat Treat 2013. See some of the IHEA members in action below.

IHEA Members at Heat Treat 2013
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IHEA 2013 Fall Events Recap
Infrared Seminars
The IRED Division of IHEA repeated its successful
IR Seminar at the Technical Applications Center
(TAC) at Alabama Power in October. Once again
the room was full and attendees received a comprehensive day of training. The presentations covered IR Basics, Misconceptions, Applications and
a Business Case Study. Along with the classroom
instruction, participants received hands-on experiences in the TAC lab and participated in interactive
experiments to reiterate some of the concepts from
the presentations.

The IR session at FABTECH provides a great introduction on infrared technology in the finishing industry.

A class participation demo engages all the attendees.

Presenter Ed Arneson exhibits a piece
of Heraeus equipment in the TAC lab.

Also, for the fourth year in a row the IRED Division presented “Efficient Curing with
Infrared for Industrial Finishing” at FABTECH 2013 in Chicago, IL. This session is a
great introduction to infrared which includes the basics as well as a review of equipment
sources used. There is also discussion of the wide variety of applications which showcase
the many ways in which IR can be utilized in today’s industrial environment.

The IRED Division will continue this seminar in 2014,
including a webinar on March 25th.

IHEA Fall Business Conference
The Conrad Hotel Indianapolis was a beautiful venue for
the IHEA Fall Business Conference in October. Members attended committee meetings, social gatherings,
and general sessions filled with current information
pertaining to the heat processing industry. In addition
to the keynote session, IHEA invited two potential lobbyists to speak to the association on how they can effectively serve IHEA’s needs. After hearing from both candidates, attendees were surveyed for input. The IHEA
Board of Directors is working on the selection process
and appreciated the feedback from all members at the
Fall Business Conference.

Guest lobbyist, Paul Kanitra addresses IHEA
members during the Fall Business Conference
to explain the value of having a dedicated
voice in Washington DC.

(l to r) Andy Goyer shares a laugh with
Daniel Llaguno at the evening reception.

IHEA members are surveyed after hearing from
the candidates.

IHEA members enjoy the evening at the
Rathskellar.

After a day of business, attendees celebrated Oktoberfest
at the historic Rathskellar Restaurant. The evening included dinner in a private room, followed by live music
in the Biergarten. Members enjoyed networking during
the gathering, especially with all the new IHEA members in attendance this year.
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IHEA 2013 Fall Events Recap
Fall Seminars and Tabletop Exhibits Combine for Success
IHEA’s 44th Annual Combustion Seminar and
1st Electrotechnologies Seminar Along with a Combined Tabletop Exhibition
In its 44th year, the IHEA Combustion Seminar brought over 30
attendees to the Conrad Hotel in Indianapolis to educate industry
professionals on combustion technology and visit with industry suppliers during a tabletop exhibition. And new this year, in conjunction with the ever popular Combustion Seminar, IHEA presented the
1st Electrotechnologies Seminar, offering training on technologies
pertaining to electric process heating. Both seminars received excellent evaluations and great feedback from attendees. One of the
Combustion Seminar attendees remarked, “Great mix of topics and
presenters. I really enjoyed the seminar.” And a comment from an
Electrotechnologies participant, “Great seminar, days were informa-

tive but not too long. Well done. I especially appreciated the format of
the presentations, basics followed by applications.”
With the success of the Electrotechnologies Seminar, Chairman Michael Stowe of Advanced Energy is already coordinating the program
for next year. Alberto Cantu with Nutec Bickley was very happy
with his experience at the Electrotechnologies Seminar, “For me the
seminar was quite useful not only because the topic promises to be very
relevant in the future, but also because the quality of the speakers was
world class. There were also good networking opportunities during the
seminar which I think is always important in business.”

Ernest Harvey with Eclipse explains practical fluid flow for combustion
systems to a full house.

Fireye’s Paul Wisnieski, takes time to elaborate on flame safety during
his presentation at the Combustion Seminar.

B.J. Bernard with Surface Combustion presents the Basics of
Vacuum Carburizing along with some valuable Applications
of the process at the 1st Electrotechnologies Seminar.

Seminar sponsor, Duke Energy representative
Perry Stephens, gave attendees information
on Working with Your Electric Utility.
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IHEA BOOKSTORE

Attendees and exhibitors enjoyed the combined Tabletop Exhibits
with the additional vendors from the new Electrotechnologies seminar. The exhibitors were able to interact with potential customers
and the attendees appreciated the time to ask questions and see vendor products and services up close.

IHEA is pleased to offer seven new resources for the industrial
process heating industry. In support of IHEA’s strategic plan
to ‘provide the knowledge base for the process heating industry worldwide’, the association has partnered with publisher
Vulkan Verlag to supply these valuable reference guides. Education Committee Chair, Brian Kelly of Elster Kromschröder
states, “In order to expand our knowledge base, IHEA has
brought in these new titles to assist those in various sectors
of the industrial heat processing industry to access the most
recent information and stay current with new technologies.”

Seminar attendees
visit with tabletop
exhibitors after the
first day of classroom
instruction.

Honeywell draws
a crowd with
their equipment
on display at the
exhibition.

Books include:

• Pocket Manual of Heat Processing
• Refractory Engineering
• Inductive Melting & Holding
• Handbook of Refractory Materials
• Handbook of Burner Technology for Industrial Furnaces
• Handbook of Thermo processing Technologies
• Dictionary of Refractories and Refractory Engineering

These resources can be purchased on-line on IHEA’s website
under Publications/Books. Complete descriptions of these resource materials including the table of contents are available
on the website.

Michael Binni with
Bloom Engineering
has a successful
encounter.

Please forward this information to customers who may be interested in our new books.

To order books online, visit www.ihea.org
and click on the PUBLICATIONS tab, then
scroll to Books.
New IHEA member,
Warner Power
participates in the
tabletop exhibition.
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New IHEA Members
EPRI
The Electric Power Research Institute, Inc.
www.epri.com
The Electric Power Research Institute, Inc. conducts research, development and demonstration (RD&D) relating to the generation,
delivery and use of electricity for the benefit of the public. An independent, nonprofit organization, EPRI brings together scientists and
engineers as well as experts from academia and the industry to help
address challenges in electricity. EPRI’s work spans nearly every area
of electricity generation, delivery and use, management and environmental responsibility. EPRI provides both short- and long-term solu-

tions in these research areas for the electricity industry, its customers
and society. The depth and breadth of EPRI’s work can be found at
their 2014 Research Portfolio http://portfolio.epri.com.
EPRI produces more than 1,200 products annually that range from
white papers, project updates and newsletters, to comprehensive reports, field guides and software that inform its members and the public in their efforts to help shape the future of electricity.

Spinworks
10093 W. Main Rd., North East PA 16428 | 814-725-4173
www.spin-works.com
printing non-porous, ready to use Silicon Carbide parts. They also
offer products such as SpyroCor, a Silicon Carbide assembly designed
to capture waste gas heat in a radiant tube and release this energy
back into the furnace where it belongs and HeatCor, a customizable
ceramic heat exchanger used for generating some of the highest efficiencies in the market, exceeding 85%.

Spinworks International Corporation is a team of engineers and
business professionals devoted to pushing the limits of current waste
heat recovery technology. Founded in 2001, Spinworks has products
in over 16 countries in furnaces large and small which have saved
trillions of BTU’s.
Spinworks goal is to provide simple, easy to use products that give
customers the best overall solution to energy savings, throughput increase and alloy burnout issues. All products are made from
a Silicon-Silicon Carbide material which can withstand long term
operation with little to no maintenance. Spinworks is capable of 3D

For more information please visit Spinworks online at www.spinworks.com or contact Sam Stoner, Product & Sales Manager (sam@
spin-works.com, 814-725-7173)

Warner Power
40 Depot St, Warner NH 03278 | (603) 456-3111
www.warnerpower.com
Custom Magnetics and Transformers

Whether it’s the custom magnetic components they provide to elevator OEMs, the high performance power supplies they make for glass
manufacturing applications or the power conversion systems they
supply to polysilicon manufacturers in the semiconductor and solar
power markets, companies around the world look to Warner Power
for quality, reliability and performance.

Warner Power designs and manufactures a broad range of magnetic
components and dry type transformers. Their products are built for
industrial applications and meet all applicable ANSI, IEEE, CSA, UL,
IEC and EN safety and performance standards. Their manufacturing
and supply chain capabilities ensure a product of the highest quality
on-time, every time. They partner with engineering and manufacturing teams to provide magnetic components and subsystems.

Power Systems

Utilizing comprehensive power electronics, magnetics and digital/
analog control capabilities, their custom-designed power systems deliver precise power to applications. Warner Power provides a wide
range of turnkey power conversion solutions with a broad range of
specifications and characteristics to meet your application needs.

To learn more about Warner Power’s power conversion products
visit www.warnerpower.com. For additional product and application
questions contact Inside Sales & Applications Engineering Group directly at 603-456-4450.
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Welcome Back
Protection Controls
7317 North Lawndale Avenue
P.O. Box 287, Skokie IL 60076-0287 | (847) 674-7676
www.protectioncontrolsinc.com
Their mission is to provide the very best in flame safety equipment to
help protect the lives and property of customers and their employees.
Protection Controls strives to provide the highest quality products
and services at affordable and competitive prices.

Protection Controls, Inc. manufactures electrical flame safety equipment. Preventing explosions and subsequent bodily harm and property damage caused by igniting uncombusted gases in confined space
has been the focus of Protection Controls, Inc. (PCI), Skokie, IL,
since the company was founded in 1953.

IHEA NEWS
SECO WARWICK
Jonathan Markley Appointed
Managing Director
Jonathan Markley has been appointed to the
position of the Managing Director of SECO/
WARWICK Corporation in Meadville, PA. As
Managing Director, Markley is responsible for

SECO/WARWICK Corp. (USA) day-to-day operating activities, including revenue and sales growth, expense, cost and margin control,
profitability, and monthly, quarterly and annual financial goal management.

Selas Acquires Webster Engineering
Selas Heat Technology Co. LLC has completed the purchase of Webster Engineering & Manufacturing Co. LLC, Winfield, Kansas. Webster designs and manufactures custom and semi-custom multi-fuel
boiler burners for industrial, commercial and institutional markets.

performance to provide the heat source for the transformation of
steam for heating and process applications, hot water for heating, and
water to potable hot water. Webster’s Temp-A-Trim system senses
combustion air temperature and automatically controls the fan speed
to create a constant air flow mass for combustion, thereby maintaining optimum fuel/air ratios to enable maximum burner efficiency.

According to Streetsboro, Ohio-based Selas, Webster’s burners combine advanced control technology with demonstrated combustion

REGISTER NOW! www.ihea.org and click on the Events tab for more information.

Save the

Date

IHEA’S 85th Annual Meeting
April 9-12, 2014

IR Webinar
March 25, 2014

IHEA’s Safety Seminar
May 13 & 14, 2014

IR Hands On Seminar
April 29, 2014

The Westin Verasa Napa | Napa, CA

Hilton Garden Inn O’Hare | Des Plaines, IL

Online with Products Finishing Magazine

Georgia Power CRC | Atlanta, GA
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Eclipse, Inc.
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Mike Chapman
Vulcan Catalytic Systems Ltd.
mchapman@vulcan-mdf.com
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Jay Cherry
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JCherry@wellmanfurnaces.com
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Tim Lee
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